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THE ADAPTATION QF NAMES FROM CLASSICAL MYTHOLOGY
\

AS SCIENTIFIC TERMINOLOGX
Jesse Levitt
University of Bridgeport

Classical mythology has been an abundant source of modern
scientific terminology.

Time and again the myths of ancient Greece
.

,.

I

and Rome have been adapted in the most ingenious ways to provide a
nomenclature for-m<?dern science.
In astronomy the ancients had already'· named the various planets
visible 'to the naked eye.after their gods and goddesses--Mercury,
Venus, Mars, Jupiter and Saturn.

Numerous constellations were

similarly named after the mythologichl h eroes of Greek antiquity-Orion, Hercules, Castor and Pollux, for example.
been continued by the moderns.

This tradition has

The planet Uranus was discovered in

1791 by Herschel, Neptune in 184 6 by Le Verrier, and Pluto in 1930
by the Lowell Observatory at Flagstaff, Arizona. 1

Nine satellites of

Saturn were discovered between 1671 and 1898, to which Greek mythological names were assigned--Mimas, Enceladus, Tethys, Dione, Rhea,
Titan, Hyperion, Iapetus, and Phoebe.
Three months of the year have been named after Roman gods--·
January, after Janus, the god of gates and doors, with two heads
looking in opposite directions; March, after Mars, the god of war and
'

agriculture; May, after the goddess of the fields Maja; and June,
after Juno, queen of the gods. 2
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In the Romance languages, the days of the week from Monday
through Friday are derived from names of Roman gods: lundi in
French, lunes in SpanishJ lunded� in Italian, "Monday, " from Luna,
the moon, identified with Diana; mardi2 martes, martedl, "Tuesday, "
from Mars; mercredi, mi/rcoles, mercoledi , "Wednesday, " from Mercury,
the messenger god; j eudi2 jue+es21 gibvedl, "Thursday, " from Jupiter
or Jove; and vendredi2 viernes, venerdl, "Friday, " from Venus, i;;he
goddess of beauty.

In English, Saturday is derived from Saturn, the

father of Jupiter.
In chemistry and physics a number of elements bear the names of
ancient gods, or of planets named after the gods.
century chemist Klaproth named uranium 3

The eighteenth

after the planet Uranus,

i

and titanium after the Titans�-in Greek mythology, the sons of Uranus.
\

Neptunium 4 was named after the planet Neptune, which bears the name
of the Roman god of the sea.

Neptunium follows uranium in the

periodic table, just as Neptune is the next planet after Uranus.
Plutonium 5

was discovered shortly after neptunium and was named by

analogy after the planet Pluto, which is beyond Neptune.

The

metallic element palladium 6 was named after the planetoid Pallas,
discovered about the same time in the early nineteenth century and
named after Pallas Athene, the Greek goddess of wisdom.

The element

mercury 7 was named by the alchemists after the Roman messenger god,
perhaps because of the mobility of this element; it was also
associated by alchemists with the planet Mercury.

Morphine 8

is
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d e r i v e d from Morpheus, the Greek and Roman god of sleep.
The element tantalum 9

was named after Tantalus, a mythical

'

king of Lydia, in Asia Minor, who, after receiving a visit from the
gods;' served them the limbs of· his own son Pelops.

For his crimes,

Zeus condemned him to Hades, where he had to stand in water that
receded whenever he tried to drink, and with fruit hanging above him
that receded whenever he tried to reach for it.

Tantalum was so

named because when the metal is immersed in water, it remains uncha�ged, just like Tantalus, as he stood in water.
�um 10
N.�ob".

is a rare metal and is always associated with

tantalum in its ores.

This explains the origin of the name, since

Niobe was the daughter nf Tantalus.

She was contemptuous of Leta,

the mother of Apollo and Artemis; to avenge this insult, Apollo and
Artemis killed Niobe1·s seven sons and seven daughters, and Niobe
herself was turned into stone.
The names of the gas ammonia, the gum resin ammoniac, and the
chemical ion ammonium are derived from the name of the Egyptian and
Libyan god Ammon, also known as Hammon, Amon, or Amen, who was
originally the local god of Thebes.and was also regarded as a sun
god.

He was represented as a ram or a man with a ram's head, and

his principal temple was in the oasis of Siwa.
him as Jupiter Ammon.

·

The Romans worshipped

Ammonia and ammoniac were so named because

they were originally obtained in the vicinity of the temple of Ammont l
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The planet Saturn was associated by alchemists with lead
because they considered that metal very cold, as they supposed the
planet was.

Saturnism 12

means lead poisoning.

In chemical

French, 11arbre de Saturne, literally "Saturn's. tree, " is arborescent lead, l'arbre de Diane, "Diana's tree, " is arborescent silver.
In geology several common terms come from the name of Pluto,
the Roman god of the underworld. Plutonic 13 means "of deep
igneous

or magmatic origin, " as in plutonic water.

A pluton is an

igneous rock formed beneath the surface of the earth by the consolidation of magma.

4
In the eighteenth century, plutonism 1

was a

theory explaining the formation of the earth's crust by the action
of internal fire.
plutonic rocks.

In modern usage, it refers to the formation of
The noun yolcano, 15

from an older Italian form

volcano (modern Italian is vulcano), comes from the name of the god
VUlcan, in Latin Vulcanus, the god of fire and son of Jupitet, who
was supposed to live in Mount Etna in Sicily.

Neptunism, 16

from

the Roman sea god Neptune, is a theory that attributes the formation
of the earth's crust exclusively to the action of water; the
adjective neptunian 17

refers to geologic land formed by marine

sediments.
Biology in particular has made extensive use of mythology for
its terminology.

From Venus, the adjective venereal 18 (as in

venereal disease) is derived.

Venus was identified with the Greek

goddess Aphrodite; the Greek adjective aphrodisiakos is the origin
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of aphrodisiac. l9
North .America.

An aphrodite is a brightly colored butterfly of

In Spanish una afrodita is a plant that does not
In French v�nus a.nd in Spanish

have sexual union in reproduction.
venus refer to a kind of mollusk.

The name Venus in English occurs

in compound forms like Venus's flower basket, a kind of sponge;
Venus's fly trap, an insectivdrous plant; Venus's girdle, a ribbon
shaped marine animal; Venus's hair,

a

maidenhair fern; and Venus's

looking glass, a plant with small blue or white star-shaped flowers.
Atlas was the god who supposedly carried the sky or the earth
on his should'ers.

In zoology, atlas 20

-is the name of the first

cervical vertebra, which supports the head just as Atlas w&s
supposed to support the sky.
Mercury has given his mune to the mercury plant (in French
la mercuriale, Spanish la mercurial; Italian la mercorella).
Mercury . was identified with the Greek god Hermes.

The son of Hermes

and Aphrodite, Hermaphroditus, was supposed to have b�come united in
one body with the nymph Salamacis and was represented as being
bisexual.

This is the origin of the term hermaphrodite. 2 1

Hermes

Trismegistus--three times very great--was the Greek name for the
Egyptian god Thoth, supposedly the author of works on alchemy,
astrology and magic.

The term hermetic 22 comes from the language

of alchemists and referred to a particular manner of closing vases.
In entomology a nymph or nympha 23
incomplete metamorphosis, or a pupa.

is a young insect with

It comes from Latin and Greek
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nym p h a, a female spirit inhabiting and representing a feature of
nature.

In anatomy, the nymphae are the lips of the vulva.

A

In

nymphalid is one of a species of brightly colored butterflies.
;'

French nymphee or nymphea, in Spanish and Italian ninfea is a white
water lily.

In French une dryade is the name of a mountain plant;

it comes from .Latin dryas (accusative dryadem), a dryad or wood
nymph.

In classical mythology a naiad 24 was a nymph living in or

presiding over brooks, springs and fountains.

In modern biological

use, it may be the aquatic nymph of certain insects, like the my
fly, a fresh water mussel, or

a

type of aquatic plant.

Flora was the Roman goddess of flowers, and flora 25 has become
�the collective ter m for plants.

Faunus was a �hical king of Latium,

revered as the god of the woods and later identified with Pan. Fauna26
is the collective term for animals.
The Harpies were fabulous monsters, with the he�d of a woman,
the body of a .bird and sharp claws.

Harpie in French is now also a

bearded vulture or harpy eagle, or a harpy bat.
A satyr was a mythological divinity with a human body, but the

horns and feet of a goat, often depicted as violating nymphs.

In

entomology, a satvr 2 7 is a type of butterfly with big brown and
black
. wings.
The Chimera 28 was a fire-breathing monster with the head of a
lion, the body of a goat and the tail of a snake, which was killed
by Bellerophon.

In modern biology, it is an organism, particularly
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a plant, containing tissues from at least two genetically distinct
parents

•

.Medusa, in Greek, m;y:thology, was one of three sisters called
Gorgons who changed anyone who looked at them into stone, and whose
hair was composed of snakes.

Medusa was killed b� the hero Perseus.
.

""

In the Romance languages, meduse in French, medusa in Spanish, medusa
in Italian is a jellyfish, because its tentacles suggest Medusa's
hair.29

In English the medusa is the tentacled, free-swimming

,sexual stage in the life cycle of

a

species of coelenterate

•

In

.

French gorgone tventail, literally, "fan gorgon/' is a type of alga.
The Cyc}opes were giants with one eye in the middle of their forehead.

In French un cyclope is the name of a crustacean.
The. hydra of Lerna was a seven-headed snake; as soon a.s one of

its heads was cut off, several more grew ont.

It:was finally killed

by Hercules, who cauterized each head before cutting it off.

now means a type of small, fresh water polyp. 3°

It

The Python 31 was a

dragon or serpent that was the tutelary demon of the oracular cult
at Delphi until Apollo killed it and took over the cult.

In modern

usage it is a large, non-venemous snake that crushes its prey.
The Sphinx was a winged lion with the head and bust of a woman
who killed travelers who were unable to solve the enigmas it proposed.
But CE dipus solved the enigma, and the Sphinx killed itself.

A sphin x

moth or hawk moth in modern terminology (in French sphinx, Spanish
esfinge, Italian sfinge, German Sphinx), is one of a class of moths
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with a large body and long, narrow forewings.
The phoenix in Egyptian mythology was a bird that consumed
itself by fire after a life of 5 00 years, and then rose again renewed from its ashes.

/

/

French phenix, Spanish fenix and Italian

fenice are used in botany for a variety of palm tree that includes
the date pal�

In

French le cog phtnix is a type of domesticated

Japanese cock remarkable for the length of its tail plumes.

;

>

'

·,

A Centaur in Greek mythology was one of a race of monsters
with the head, arms and trunk of a man and the body and legs of a
horse.

The centaury 32 plant was so named because its medicinal

qualities were said to have been discovered by the Centaur Chiron,
who was a physician.

Pegasus was the winged horse that spran g from

the blood of Medusa and produced Hippocrene, the fountain of the
Muses on Mount Helicon, with a blow from his hoof.
and Spanish pegaso mean a flying'fish.

/

French pegase

A Siren in Greek rrwthology

was a sea nymph with·the head and body of a woman and the tail of
a fish, who by her singing lured sailors to their death.

A

sireni� 3 in modern usage, is a fishlike mamma l of. the order of
Sirenia that includes the manatee and the dugong.
Achilles, the hero of Homer's Iliad;

has left his name to the

plant known in French as achill�e,in Spanish aqu(lea, and in Italian
achillea, the milfoil or yarrow.

Achilles is said to have used this

plant to cure his enemy Telephus, whom he had wounded.
tendon34

is also derived from the hero's name.

The Achilles

Narcissus, who
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pined away for love of his own image in a pool of water and was
transformed into a plant, has left his name to the �arcissus plant�5
The Argonauts were mythical heroes.who set out on the ship Argo for
Colchis to get the Golden Fleece�under the leadership of Jason.
Argonaut 36

is now the name of a cephalopod mollusk, also called the

nautilus, which �ives in warm seas.
Psychology has als,o drawn on aneient myths for terminology.
Psyche in Greek mythology was a maiden loved by Eros, the god of
love; she became the personification of the soul.

The prefix psych

or psycho appears in a large number of terms--psychi<:_, psychiatry,
psychotherapy, etc. 3 7

Eros, 38 the libido, and erotic are derived

from the name for the Greek god of love.

The

CE

dipus comple x39--

excessive love for one's mother--comes from the legend of CE dipus,
who outwitted the sphin� killed his father, and married h�s mother.
The Electra complex--hatred of one's mother--is based on the myth
of Electra who avenged the murder of her father Agamemnon by inciting her brother Orestes to kill her mother Clytemnestra and her
mother's lover AEgisthus.

Narcissism, 4 0 derived from the Narcissus

myth, is the arresting of development at, or regression to, t_he
infantile stage, in which one's own body is the object of erotic
interest.
In geography the term atlas was given in 1595 by Mercator to
a collection of maps whose frontispiece contained a picture of
Atlas with the sky on his shoulders.

The Atlas mountains of North
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Africa and the Atlantic Ocean also owe their names to Atlas. 4 1
As for music, the terms music, musician, musicology, musicography,
as well as

museum 4 2 are derived from the name of the nine Muses,

who presided over the liberal arts.
In economics, the terms money and mint are derived, by way of
Old French moneie, from Latin Moneta, meaning "warner, " one of the
Roman moneY, w�s coined at the temple

epithets of the goddess Juno.
of Juno Moneta in the Forum.

Thus in Latin, moneta came to mean

the. mint, coined metal, money, o:t the die or stamp with which
money was coined.

French monnaie, Spanish moneda and Italian moneta

mean coin, currency, or change.

La Maison de la Monn�ie, or just

la Monnaie in French, and la casa de moneda in Spanish mean the mint.
The adjective monetary is in French monltaire, Spanish and Italian
monetario and German monet�r.
In varied and often imaginative forms, therefore, classical
mythology survives in the modern world and has been a valuable
source of nomenclature in science and technical fields generally.
In a very real sense, therefore, the gods, heroes, and monsters
of the ancient world are still very much a part of modern life.
Jesse Levitt
University of Bridgeport
Bridgeport, CT
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N O TES
1

I n F r e n c h , the planets are Mercure, V{nus, Mars, Jupiter,
Saturne, Uranus, Neptune, Pluton
Spanish: Mercurio, Venus, Marte, Jti'piter, Saturn-o, Urano,
.

/

\ I

Neptuno, Pluton
Italian: Mercurio, Venere, Marte, Giove, Saturno, Urano,
Nettuno, Plutone
German: Merkur, Venus, Mars, Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus,
Neptun, Pluto

2

French: janvier, �' mai, juin; Spanish: enero, marzo, mayo,
junio; Italian: gennaio, m�� magg io, giugno;

German: Januar,

3

French: uranium; Spanish and Italian: urania; German: Uran

4

French: neptunium; Spanish: neptunio; Italian: nettunio;
German: Neptunium

5

French: plutonium; Spanish and Italian: plutonio; German:
Plutonium

6

French: E alladium; Spanish: paladio; Italian: palladia;
German: Palladium

7

French: mercure; Spanish and Italian: mercurio; German:
Merkur

8

French: morphine; Spanish and Italian: morfina; German:
Morphin
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9

French: tantale; Spanish: te:ntalo, tantalio; Italian:
tantalo, tantalio; German: Tantal

10

French: niobium; Spanish: n:i,obio; Italian: n;Lobio, niobo;
German: Niob, Niobium

11

French: ammoniaque or gaz �oniaque; gomme ammoniaque;
ammonium; Spanish: amonfaco; amonio; Italian: ammoniaca;
ammonio; German: Ammoniak, Ammonium

12

French: saturnisme; Spanish and Italian: saturnismo

13

French: plutonien, plutonique; Spanish: plutoniano,
plut6nico; Italian: plutoniano; German: plutonisch

14

French: plutonirune;

15

French: volcan; Spanish: volcan; German: Yulkan

16

French: neptunisme; Spanish: neptuqismo; Italian: nettunismo;

Spanish: plutonismo; German: Plutonismus

German: Neptunismus

17

French: neptunien; Spanish: neptuniano, nept£nico; Italian:
nettuniano, nettunico; German: neptunisch

18

French: v{n�rien; Spanish: ven{reo; Italian: venereo;
German; venerisch

19

French: aphrodisague; Spanish: afrodisfaco; Italian: afrodisaco.;
German: Aphrodisiaklim

20

French and Spanish: atlas; Italian: atlante; German: Atlas
(vertebra), Atlant (architecture).

21

French: hermaphrodite; Spanish: hermafrodita; Italian:
ermafrodito; German: Hermaphrodit
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22

French: hermltique; Spanish: herme'tico; r'talian: ermetico;
German: hermetisch

23

French: nymphe; Spanish and Italian: ninfa; German: Nymphe

24

French: na!ade; Spanish: rlaya�a, nayade; Italian: naiade;

,.

.

,.

German: NaJade
I

25

French: flare; Spanish and Italian: flora; German: F'lora

26

French: faun.e; Spanish ahd ftatian� fauna; German_: Fauna

27

French: satyr; Spanish: s9:'tiro; Italian: satiro; German: Satyr

28

French: chim�re; Spanish: g_Uimera; Italian: chimera; German:
Chimllra, Chimllre

29

German: Meduse

30

French: , hydre; Spanish: hidra; Italian: idra; German: Hydra

31

French: python; Spanish: pitt'n; Italian: pitone; German: Python
.
French: centaure'e; Spanish:� ceritaura; Italian: centaurea

32
33

French: sir{nien; Spanish: sire'nido, sirenio; German: Sirene

34

French: tendon d'Achille; Spanish: ag_uiles; Italian: tallone
d1Achille; German: Achillessehne

35

French: narcisse; Spanish and Italian: narciso; German:
Narzisse

36

French: argonaute; Spanish and Italian: argonauta

37

French: psychig_ue, psychiatrie, psychothe'rapie; Spanish:
ps[g_uico, psig_uiatr(a, psicoterapfa; Italian: psichico,
psichiatria, psicoterapia; German: psychisch, Psychiatrie,
Psy'chotherapie
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38

French: Efro� e'rotique; Spanish: er6'ti co; Italian: erotico;
German: Eros, erotisch

39

French: complexe d '<E dipe; Spanish: complej ci de Edipo;
Italian: complesso di Edipo; German: �dipuskomplex

40

French: narcissisme; Spanish: narcisism� Italian: narcisismo,
riarcisisismo; German: Narzismus

41

See footnote 20.

42

French: musigue, musicien, musicologie, musicographie, musee,
rri:us�lim; Spanish: m�sica, m{sico, musicologfa. niusicograf(a,
mU:seo; Italian:· mU:si·ca, niusi cis ta, rriusicante, musicologi a,
music·og!"afia, niuseo; Germah: �si;k, MUsiker, Musikaht
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